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Observations of the Mean Wind Profile

over the Open Ocean

William Dale Groscup

Abstract

The purpose of this study was to investigate the mean wind speed

profile over the open ocean.

Analysis of wind profile data showed that averaging periods must be

considered when the profile form is discussed since 95 percent of the 10

minute averaged profiles were found to be logarithmic while less than 50

percent of the 10 second averaged profiles were logarithmic. This ana-

lysis alsu showed that the roughness length. -, , was highly structured

with singularities at 2, 4, 8 and 12 meters/sec. The friction velocity

is shown to possess a bi-modal form at these wind speeds and appears to bear

a linear relationship to the ten meter wind speed within the intervals

between the singularities in

The turbulent energy production term as determined from profile para-

meters was investigated and found to vary by 3 orders of magnitude over

time Intervals of the same order as those of surface wave periods.

Thesis Supervisor: Erik L. Mollo-Christensen

Title: Professor of Meteorology
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1. Introduction

Although man has observed the existeace of a relationship between

wind and waves for many centuries, only in the twentieth century has he

expended any appreciable scientific effort in an attempt to explain the

generation of surface water waves by wind. The non-linearity of the

equations involved and the turbulence of the wind field, which defies re-

production, cause both mathematical and laboratory models to fail in their

explanation of the details of wave growth. Models representing the ex-

tremely large Reynolds numbers of a typical oceanic wind field are im-

possible to design, thus the intermittent nature of turbulence associated

with high Reynolds numbers is usually neglected. Only average values of

the wind field, which are reproducible, are considered by most investi-

gators.

That the oceanic wind field is truely intermittent has been clearly

confirmed by Van Atta and Chen (1970). Their data was obtained aboard

R/V FLIP during the Barbados Oceanographic and Meteorological Experiment

(BOMEX). The advent of stable open-ocean instrument platforms such as

the R/V FLIP, belonging to the Scripps Institute of Oceanography, the

"Trition" of the Florida State University (Warsh et al [1970]) and the

akr-sea interaction buoy of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

(Mollo-Christensen and Dorman [1971]) have made investigations of the

oceanic boundary layer possible.

By use of the telemetered signals from the M.I.T. buoy, wind speed

profiles and wave height data have been recorded remotely for a wide

range of wind speeds. This report is an attempt to refine and to verify
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the wind profile analysis conducted by Ruggles (1969) and to consider

effects of the intermittent nature of the wind field and its effects on

the wind profile.
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III Field Facilities and Instrumentation

II.1 Site

The site selected for the M.I.T. air-sea interaction field investi-

gation during the summer and fall of 1970 was at the entrance of Vineyard

Sound. Figure 1, a chart of the local area, shows both local geography

and the site of the field investigotion. The site's proximity to the

islands of MarLha's Vineyard, 4.1 nautical miles to the east, and the

Elizabeth Island chain to the northeast and north provided a degree of

protection from strong northerly winds and concomitant high sea states

of early winter storms. This lee enabled the observation program to

extend into December with minimal damage to instruments and buoy while

still providing an open fetch of deep water for wind and wave directions

betweLn 1500and 2700. Water depth at the site was 31 meters, gradually

increasing with distance in these southerly directions.

Orientation of the moored instrument platform was found to depend

upon the direction of the strong tidal current and to be independent of

wind direction for all observed wind velocities. Average maximum speed

of the tidal current at the site was 1.1 meters/second.

Prevailing wind and wave direction in this area during the summer

and early fall is south-southwest. Typical wind conditions encountered

during the observational program were light southerly winds during the

early morning hours increasing during the afternoon to south - south-

westerly 4 to 10 meters/second (due to the sea-breeze effect) and then

decreasing during the late afternoon and early evening hours to southerly

2 to 4 meters/second.
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Thus the site selected provided an unlimited fetch of deep water

to the south, a large range of wind speeds, and a predictable buoy

orientation based on the known tidal ellipse.

11.2 Instrument Platform

A tubular spar buoy designed by Professor Mollo-Christensen and

built by Dan Clark Incorporated was ueed as the instrument platform for

the 1970 field investigation. This buoy is shown in Figure 2. Its over-

all length ir 112 feet with 41 feet extending above the mean water level.

The compartmentalized buoy's lower chamber floods completely when the

buoy is erect. The upper compartment contains compressed air capable

of purging the lower compartment of its water ballast to return the buoy

to the horizontal position for towing to a new site. A 50 foot section

of triangular radio tower is attached to the main buoy eight feet from

the tubular sections to serve as a track for subsurface and near surface

instruments. A mast, consisting of a 30 feet section of a triangular

radio tower, extended vertically above the small working platform. The

entire system had a damped resonance frequency of .07 Hz.

Once the buoy was moored at the selected site and raised to the

vertical by ballasting, permanent electronics and instruments were in-

stalled. This equipment consisted of a 12 volt, nickel-cadmium battery

purchased from the Advanced Technology and Systems Corporation. This

battery, rated at 120 ampere-hours, was capable of operating the instru-

ments and telemetry system for 12 hours without recharging. The battery

and the telemetry electronics were Installod in a 5 foot deep compartment

built into the uppermost portion of the main buoy. Read%, aCce-F. was
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available to the electronics through a bulkhead located on the working

platform. A continuous charge was provided to the battery through a

thermoelectric generator model 515-12 manufactured by the Minnesota

Mining and Manufacturing Company. The generator, mounted adjacent to

the working platform, was capable of producing 30 ampere-hours per day

while burning approximately 1/2 pound of propane gas.

Permanently installed instruments consisted of one wave gauge and

five cup-anamometers attached to the buoy at 2.4, 3.7, 5.0, 7.5 and

11.4 meters above the mean water level. The five anemometers were con-

nected to a single data channel via a ring counter sampling circuit.

Approximately 100 hours of wind speed profile and wave gauge data were

recorded using these instruments.

11.3 Shore Facilities

A large decommissioned boathouse and pier belonging to the U.S.

Coast Guard on Cuttyhunk Island, Massachusetts, was obtained for the

project. The pier provided ample docking space for all floating stock

useO during the investigation, while the boathouse provided storage and

working spaces, in addition to a ground station for the data acquisi-

tion system. A small weather station was also maintained in and adja-

cent to the boathouse.

11.4 Boats and small craft

The M.I.T. uveanographic research boat, the R/V R.R. Shrock w•s

used for transporti,-ion of personnel and equipment to and from the field
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site. A 12 foot Zodiak rubber boat was towed by the R/V R.R. Shrock and

used for transfers of men and equipment between the instrument platform

and the R/V R.R. Shrock. The R/V R.R. Shrock also provided backup voice

communication system between the buoy and the ground station on Cutty-

hunk Island via citizens band radio.

11.5 Data Acquisition

During the summer of 1969 wind speed and wave height profiles were

recorded to test a new telemetered data acquisition system. This system

had been part of an Atlas Missile Telemetry System declared excess equip-

ment by the U.S. Air Force. A block diagram of the system as it had been

modified for use during the summer of 1970 is shown in Figure 3. An in-

strument senses a physical variable; its conditioned output is used to

drive a voltage controlled oscillator, which in turn is mixed with the

other signals prior to transmission. The frequency modulated signal is

then transmitted to the receiving station (ground station) on Cuttyhunk

Island approximately 4 nautical miles to the north. The signal was re-

corded on a Hewlett-Packard model 3960 tape recorder with 30 minute re-

cording capacity and a 60 KHz bandwidth. Signals may then be separated

using the discriminator system. This system of data acquisition proved

to be extremely reliable.

There were 12 channels of 4nformation available for use by the

investigator. These channels were made completely interchangeable by

changing the sensing probe and conditioning amplifier of an individual

Civinnel.
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A Instrument Conditioning
Physical (converts physical Amplifiers

Event quantities into (adjusts scale of
electrical voltages voltage output)

Voltage concrolled Mixer Transmitter
oscillator combines transmit FM

changes the analog signals for signal frequency
signal to a carrier transmission 243.8MC

F.M. signal

Receiver Tape recorder
receives records signal

FM signal • on Hewlett Packardtape recorder

model 3960

Tape Discriminators Record to data
Recorder separate indivi- analog processing
Playback dual channels of signal
FM signal information Honeywell 1

H316 Com- to data
puter con- processing
verts analog
signal to

dieital

Figure 3: Block diagram of data acquisition system.
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In addition to the transmission of data representing physical pro-

cesses of the ocean and the atmosphere, a standard 25 KHz frequency

was also transmitted for synchronization and compensation of the signals

during the recording and subsequent playback of the data.

11.6 Instrumentation

Cup Anemometers: Six anemometers were rebuilt at M.I.T. for use by

the project during the investigations of 1969 and 1970. A 3-cup design

was employed. Their principle of operation involved the interruption of

a light beam by a chopping wheel attached to the cup axes. The light

was sensed by a photoresistor, which, by the use of appropriate cir-

cuitry, produced square output pulses. The counting of these pulses

gave the measured wind speed, since the calibration of each instrument

was known. Cup anemometer calibrations were performed in the MIT low-

turbulence wind tunnel. A distance constant of 101 cm/count was ob-

tained. The analog output of the cup anemometers was linear over the

range of speeds used during calibration (0 to 25 meters/second).

Hot-film Anemometers: Based upon the recommendation of Ruggles

(1969), six Disa S & B battery operated constant temperature, hot-film

anemometers were used to investigate small scale features of the mari-

time atmosphere. A total of 18 Disa "5A81 pyrex-backed hot-film probes

were purchased and calibrated. An overheat ratio of 1.55:1 was used to

safeguard probe life and still yield the dynamic response required during

the investigation.
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The probes were calibrated in the MIT low-turbulence wind tunnel

over a range of wind speeds from 0 to 15 meters/second.After careful

attention to grounding and sealing problems, as well as procedures for

operation and mounting, the probes performed well in the field and are

highly recommendable for future use. It should be emphasized, however,

that these probes are delicate instruments and should be handled accor-

dingly.

Wave Gauge: Four capacitance-type wave gauges were built at MIT

to measure water level. The sensors consisted of standard outboard motor

steering cable. The stainless steel wire core and the sea water served

as positive and negative plates while the plastic coating of the wire

served as the dielectric. The capacitance of the cable, which is pro-

portional to the depth of immersion, controlled an oscillator whose

frequency was beat against another oscillator set at 30.1 KHz. The re-

sulting frequency varied between 300 and 700 Hz depending on wave height.

Both 15 foot and 5 foot sensor lengths were used. A one centimeter

change in water height was equivalent to a frequency charge of 1.4 Hz

when using the 15 foot sensor and 3.2 Hz when using the 5 foot sensor.

All wave gauges performed well all summer.
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III. Vertical Mean Wind Profile Measurements Over the Open Ocean

During the summers of 1969 and 1970, a total of 1493 minutes of

wind and wave data was recorded in conjunction with the MIT air-sea inter-

action investigation in Vineyard Sound. The high reliability of cup ane-

mometers and a remotely controlled telemetry system permitted data acqui-

sition over a wide range of wind speeds. Data were recorded on a Hewlett-

Packard tape recorder (model 3960) located in the boathouse at Cuttyhunk

Island. Tapes were then returned to MIT where they were processed both

by analog and digital methods.

Since Ruggles (1969) had shown by his analysis of mean wind pro-

files, that over 96% of his wind profiles could be considered logarith-

mic, a "least squares" logarithmic curve-fitting program was developed

for use on the Honeywell H 316 computer. By assuming the wind profile

to be linear in log Z and applying the method of least squares a curve

fitting program was developed as follows: Given the equation for the

desired straight line U CLo + CL e I

where U is the velocity, a1 4 -a. , are constants and

is the natural logarithm of height, then values of velocity on the line

corresponding to heights 4-4 are CO + c~L , while actual

values of velocity are U- where *L = 1, 2, 3, ... n. The least squares

principle requires that the sum of the squares of the difference, E I
between these two velocity values be a minimum. Thus a straight line is

desired such that ( +Q., -+, - (.)L f
4-
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is a minimum or

n c. + o., Z- U "a

scloing for &6 and a. yields

CL, is the slope of the line and is related to a measure of the "good-

ness of fit", the correlation coefficient, Y , by r = o-,

where and SQ

are the standard derivations

of the height and velocity

njU~ 
k respectively

or Vr Y,f-, G&)' L) -,•• ,,)u- -1u

0-0 is the logarithm of the height at which the velocity, U

equals zero. In tiis case this height is better known as the roughness

length, R. .

In actual practice the computer program that was designed to

process data tapes for mean wind profile information had three basic

functions. First the program counted the pulses for any desired Lime
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interval and any given number of anemometers; secondly it converted the

pulse count to velocities using the calibration curve for each anemometer;

and thirdly computed the logarithmic curve Eit for the data.

The Monin-Obukhov "similarity theory" states that near the sur-

face a velocity U , a length L, and a temperature T* exist which are

constant with height within the boundary layer. The length scale,L,is

defined by Lumley and Panofsky (1964) as L - Cr

where K is the von Karman constant; H is the vertical heat flux; and Cp

is the specific heat at constant pressure. For near neutral stability

conditions L approaches infinity since H approaches zero, thus the only

meaningful length scale remaining is height. Therefore, based on simi-

larity grounds, the differential equation for the wind profile is

iR U.

In its integrated form it becomes U K "--

after applying the boundary condition LiM 0 at -9

Having determined Zo by the curve fitting process, (4*

the friction velocity, can be determined for each wind profile. The im-

portance of the friction velocity may be seen in the definition for

given by Lumley and Panofsky (1964), U* • F

Vertical temperature gradients measured either visually by thermometers

or recordod ac thermister output and averaged over a ten minute sampling

period should that over 98% of the profiles could be considered to

possess near neutral stability (Richardson number R ! .0.3 ).
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Therefore, assumptions required for the validity of a logarithmic wind

profile appear to be justified.

Verification of Ruggles'(1969) results was attempted by pro-

cessing 143 ten-minute mean wind velocity profiles;94% of the profiles

were found to have a correlation coefficient of 0.90 or greater, which

compares with 96% for Ruggles data. This decrease can be partially ex-

plained by the orientation of the buoy and anemometers during a f' w data

sampling periods. Buoy orientation was dependent upon the direction of

the tidal current; therefore, it was possible for the cup anemometers to

be sheltered by the instrument platform during two brief periods each

day.

Figure 4 shows a plot of roughness length vs. the wind speed at

ten meters averaged over ten minutes. Since data were gathered at dif-

ferent sites during different years, utilizing different anemometers and

new computer programs, the results must be considered independent. There-

fore his unusual results can be corroborated.

To futher investigate the possible causes of peaks in the rough-

ness length at 2, 4 and 8 meters, a 6,--.s of histograms were constructed.

These histograms, displayed as figures 5 and F, show the distribution of

roughness length for 10 meter mean wind speeds nf 700 to 810 cm/sec using

l0cm/sec wind speed intervals . Their tendency toward a bi-modal distri-

:,jtion of roughness length will be discussed fully when the distribution

of friction velocity and Peynolds stress is considered.

While valuable insights into the structure of the atmospheric

boundary layer have been gained by the study of ten minute profilers, one
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.may ask the question; "How meaningful are the averaged results in the

light of the known intermittent nature of the air flow?"

In order to determine the effects of intermittency on the mean

wind profile an extensive analysis was made of the data recorded during

runs 145 to 164. Since turbulence and hence intermittency is enhanced

during periods when the lapse rate is unstable~these mean profile runs

were chosen because they offered the greatest possibility of high Richard-

son numbers (cool air flowing over warm water during early fall).

Twenty, 10 minute average wind profiles were constructed from the

data; the correlation coefficient for each run had a value of .98 or

greater. Table 1 gives the observed 10 minute wind profile for each run

and the resultant logarithmic fit correlation coefficient. To determine

the important time scales of the intermittent events responsible for

distorting the wind profile to an extent that it can no longer be con-

sidered logarithmic, the data for each run was analyzed using decreasing

averaging periods until a significant decrease in the correlation co-

efficient was noted. Table 2 displays the data for run 160 which was

chosen as representative of the series. Averaging periods were 10 minutes,

5 minutes, 1 minute, 30 seconds, 20 seconds and 10 seconds.
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Run Velocity Correlation

Number 11.4m 7.5m 5.0m 3.7m 2.4m Coefficient

145 906 864 812 763 732 0.99

146 848 813 770 728 703 0.99

147 855 817 769 723 699 0.99

148 860 830 788 747 722 0.99

149 941 904 869 833 807 1.00

150 998 969 942 919 882 1.00

151 843 810 787 772 737 1.00

152 851 825 807 796 764 0.99

153 964 932 912 895 858 1.00

154 994 952 909 876 846 1.00

155 977 934 890 845 815 1.00

156 1020 990 919 864 831 0.99

157 1075 1024 971 911 881 0.99

158 1202 1147 1089 1022 981 0.99

159 1242 1188 1113 1046 1004 0.99

160 789 767 755 748 716 0.98

161 1074 1024 972 911 881 0.99

162 670 632 606 582 562 0.99

163 794 753 708 670 637 0.99

164 840 805 773 741 711 1.00

Table 1: 10-minute wind profile and correlation with logarithmic curve

(velocities in cm/sec.)
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Averaging duration Correlation coefficient

10 minutes 0.98

5 minutes 0.97 0.99

1 minute 0.99 0.92 0.96 0.99 0.73

0.99 0.95 1.00 0.87 0.99

30 seconds 0.97 1.00 0.96 0.86 1.00 0.87

0.99 0.98 0.93 0.23 0.95 1.00

1.00 0.82 0.99 0.99 0.87 0.86

0.92 0.99

20 seconds 0.96 0.98 1.00 0.54 0.97 0.86

0.97 0.98 0.94 0.99 0.98 0.98

0.96 0.24 0.27 0.85 0.98 0.97

0.98 0.97 0.83 0.99 0.99 0.99

0.97 0.55 0.69 0.97 0.97 0.99

10 seconds 0.84 0.93 0.88 0.98 0.96 0.86

0.02 0.95 0.97 0.85 0.96 0.00

0.90 1.00 1.00 0.39 0.00 1.00

0.98 0.98 1.00 0.84 0.97 0.35

0.99 0.71 0.43 0.12 0.24 0.31

0.72 0.87 0.98 0.92 0.96 0.95

0.97 0.98 0.94 0.76 0.33 0.95

0.90 0.99 0.94 0.99 0.94 0.99

0.97 0.93 0.00 0.87 0.31 0.84

1.00 0.82 0.39 0.97 0.94 1.00

Table 2: Correlation coefficients for logarithmic profile fit for run
160 grouped by averaging time.
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It is interesting to note that two profiles with a poor fit often combine

in a longer averaging period to form a profile which is much more loga-

rithmic in form. Looking at the first minute of run 160, for example,

shows that 2 -1Osecond profiles with correlation coefficients of 0.84 and

0.93, when combined, form a 20 second profile with a correlation coeffi-

cient of 0.96; similarly the next two, with values of 0.88 and 0.98,

combined, have a correlation coefficient of 0.98 and the last two, with

values of 0.96 and 0.86, combine to form a profile possessing a corre-

lation coefficient of 1.00. This result is typical of all profiles ana-

lyzed in this manner; it is an indication that wind profiles tend toward

a logarithmic form for longer averaging periods. Figure 7 indicates the

probability of occurance of a logarithmic profile (a correlation coeffi-

cient of 0.95 or greater) as a function of averaging period for moderate

or higher wind speeds. For light wind speeds a "least count" situation

may occur since one pulse count can be 10-20% of the total count for

short averaging durations at low wind speeds.

Figure 8 shows the variation of correlation coefficient verses time

for the logarithmic wind profile obtained using 10, 20 and 30 second

averaging periods. As may be noted from Table 2, one minute average

wind profiles had a correlation of less than 0.95 only during mintte

2, 5 and 9, while there are disturbed profiles during 8 of the ten minute

periods when one considers features of a small time scale (10 second

average wind Frf1c.) . ,,re Q sbows an isotach analysis of the 10

second average profiles for run 160. Characterizing each case of a

distorted profile is an Inflection point in the velocity profile; that
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S=) _ . The
is there is a point in the profile where 0

inflection points in the velocity profile are readily apparent in the

plots of the 10 second wind cspeed profile (Figure l0).In these plots the

wind speeds of each of the 10 second profiles are adjusted such that

U('o) 00)(,o

where (U is defined as a 1 minute average profile). Since the shear

of the mean wind profile is important in the determination of the turbu-

lent energy production one can logically look at the effects of small time

scale features on the turbulent energy equation.

In order to investigate the production of turbulent energy, the

Boussinesq form of the momentum equation is written in the form of mean

and fluctuating components. That is

L4..U U÷

P P +r'

6 - where

Thus (Ut(u'- , (~-t)

dX. (P'-?')

where I for cyclic permutation of the 3 indicies

-j : for anticyclic permutaltion
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Taking the scalar product of this equation and the fluctuating velocity

component and then averaging the resulting equation yields

4, (k•• .j t'),C + • ~4.~s +u't'•.L

since --- ) "- - - + /9

combining terms and envoking the continuity equation ; -.. a-,

gives

+ f ( U,: -,,,j-

where C is the rate of energy dissipation by molecular viscosity.

Thus the rate of change of the turbulent kinetic energy + the diver-

gence of energy flux = the rate of transfer from the mean flow by the

working of the Reynold stresses against the velocity gradient (the pro-

duction terms --- the vertical buoyancy flu>- + the rate of dissipation.

In this study the flux term will be neglected since it only serves to

redistribute energy already present.

Since the mean flow is quasi-horizontal and the turbulence is approxi--

mately iomogenous in the horizonal and by selecting cases where buoyancy

effects are unimportant (near neutral stability), the turbulent energy

equation may be simplified to __- _-
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The friction velocity is defined as .MI . The

differential form of the equation for the logarithmic form of the wind

speed profile is Thus the production term can

be evaluated from a profile analysis since,by making the indicated sub-

stitutions; - - -

Figure 11 shows a plot of the production term as determined from

wind profile analysis of both the 10 second and 1 minute averaged pro-

files. Probably the most striking feature of this figure is the large

variability of the production term, but the most significant feature is

the large value ok the production term found by analyzing 10 second

average profiles when compared to that of 1 minute averaged profile

values. The one minute averaged profile proluction term varies between

12 and 441 cm2 /sec 3 while the ten second averaged profile production

term values range between -2 and 2428 cm2 /sec 3 clearly demonstrating a

fallacy in wave generation theories which assume the atmosphere to be

an infinite, uniform source of energy and also shows the importance of

efforts directed toward the explanation of wave generation by inter-

mittent events. Surely when the turbulent energy production can be shown

to vary by an order of magnitude of 103 over time intervals of the order

of ocean surface wave periods this must be considered significant.

Calculation of the root mean square deviation for the production

2 3term yields a value of 491 cm /sec , while the average production is 296

2 3
cm /sec . By arbitrarily defining intermittency as turbulent production
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greater than two root mean square deviations from the 10 minute mean

wind profile value (176 cm 2/sec 3), figure 11 shows that run number 160

was 8.3% intermittent. Thus it becomes obvious that the lower portion

of the maritime atmosphere may be best described as a turbulent fluid

whose turbulent energy production varies by three orders of magnitude

in time scales of the order of ocean surface wave periods, and that

these high turbulent energy production events occur approximately 10%

of the time for moderate wind speeds.

A qualitative description of the sequence of events in the lower

atmosphere may be obtained by use of Figures 8, 9, 10 and 11. While the

proper starting point for this discription is questionable, the sequence

is relatively easy to follow. To start, the profile eventually assumes

a large stress, large shear form (see profile 6, figure 10-H). This

yields a high rate of turbulent energy production; it also produces the

upper peak on the roughness length histogram (figures 5 and 6). Not being

an unbounded energy source, the atmosphere's support of this production

is limited and the production is turned off by the injection of high

velocity air into the lower portion of the profile. The profile, now

having an inflection point which moves toward the ocean surface as time

advances, becomes highly distorted and non-logarithmic. Comparison of

figures 8 and 11 show that the most d i storted profile (r = minimum)

occurs approximately 20 seconds after the production term has reached

its maximum value. It is difficult to determine how this higher velo-

city air is distributed in the lower portions of Hie profile btut it is

obvious that the profile shape rapidly rettirns to a more logarlthmic
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form.

It would be extremely difficult to model a regime such as that

described above, but the effects of this variability are significant

and must be considered in future wind wave generation theories.

In addition to gaining insight into the small scale nature of the

atmospheric boundary layer, this investigation has shown the high proba-

bility of occurance of a logarithmic wind profile ( r > 0.95) for long

averaging periods. This knowledge of a long term mean logarithmic wind

profile is extremely important to the field investigator in that it pro-

vides him with both a means of conducting in-situ calibrations and also

a method of checking the individual anemometers for reliability. If,

for example, the cups of an anemometer were distorted by an exceptionally

high wave or by a bird flying into the cups, this situation could be dis-

covered immediately even if the data were being recorded remotely, by

analyzing the wind profile averaged over 30 minutes and noting the devia-

tion of one anemometer from the others. When the damaged set of cups

have been replaced an on site calibration can be conducted by comparison

of the repaired anemnometer's counts per 30 minutes to the best fit loga-

rithmic profile of the previously calibrated anemometers. Without assuming

a logarithmic profile the anemometer would have to be removed, calibrated,

and replaced.

Proper performance of equipment in the field may also be tested. Mollo-

Christensen (1968) analyzed the distortion of the wind field due to the

R/V FLTP superstructure by menns of a series of wind tunnel experiments.

In order to detervilne the effects of this unustually shaped instrument
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platform in the open ocean, wind profile data obtained during BO4EX

(Superior 119691) were analyzed for each of 6 days. The minimum avera-

ging period was 6 hours. Figure 12 is a plot of the averaged wind pro-

files; it also displays the shape of the R/V FLIP when the ship is in

its vertical position. A correlation coefficient for the averaged wind

profiles was 0.85. While the results of one case study can not be con-

sidered as conclusive, they do show that a complete investigation of

possible distortion to the wind profile is required before extensive

analysis of the profile determined Reynolds stress, or in fact any pro-

file parameters, may be undertaken.

Yet another use of the high probability of a logarithmic profile

may be found.

If one is interested in the average friction velocity or roughness

length for periods of 10 minutes or longer, computation may be reduced

by assuming the profile to be logarithmic (Figure 7 shows this is a

valid assumption 95% of the time). The profile parameters may be ob-

tained as follows: using figure 13 and the wind speed shear computed

between two levels obtain the friction velocity, next enter figure 14

with the friction velocity and the ten meter wind speed to obtain the

roughness length. This method requires only two data channels for

anemometry and no computation to yield the required piofile parameters.

The bi-modal distribution of roughness length discussed earlier in

the above chapter remains to be explained. Since the logai'ithm of rough-

ness length i proportional to the friction velocity, and since friction

velocity or stress is intuitively more meaningful, the friclion velocity
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distribution was analyzed in detail Figures 15 A & B show a plot of the

distribution of friction velocity as a function of the ten meter wind

speed. It becomes immediately obvious that the linear relationship,

S0. .of U(,o)

reported by Ruggles (1969) does not exist in this study. These diagrams

display the bi-modal distribution of friction velocity in the vicinity

of 4 and 8 m/sec and the uni-modal structure between. This again supports

the visually observed Beaufort scale class boundaries (for fuller discussion

see Ruggles [1969]). These figures show that, at the class boundaries of

4 and 8 m/sec, the wind field may exhibit the stresses of either the wind

speed region directly above or directly below the boundary. Thus the Rey-

nolds stress at 8 m/sec may be similar to that of 9 m/sec at one instant

and to that of 7 ml sec at the next moment. It may also be noted that

there appears to be a linear relationship between friction velocity and

the ten meter wind speed within class boundaries.
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IV. Summary of Results and Recommendations

The results of this report confirm the findings of Ruggles (1969)

regarding the logarithmic nature of the 10 minute mean wind speed profile

over the open ocean with one notable exception. The linear relationship,

tL = 0.04 U (10), reported by him does not exist in the data analyzed

in this study. Within boundaries defined.by the singularities in the

roughness length at 2, 4, 8 and 12 meters/second, a functional relation-

ship between the wind speed at 10 meters and the friction velocity appears

to be present. The singularities in the roughness length appear as a

result of a transition between differing wind stress regimes. In these

zones average roughness length is meaningless in that the mean is rarely

occupied and its value is largely determined by the variability of the

wind profile, that is the percent of the time a high stress, high rough-

ness length situation occurs as against the time a low stress, low rough-

ness length regime is present. For run 160, for example, the upper peak

in the roughness length distribution was occupied 6.7% of the time. This

compares favorably with the value of 8.3% obtained in Chapter III as a

measure of the intermittency of the wind field during this run.

While intermittent "events" are shown to occur only 5 to 10% of

the time when one uses the 95% significance level as a criteria, the

magnitude of these events is extremely inportant if the turbulent energy

of the atmosphere is considered. Turbulent energy production as deter-

mined from wind profile analysis varies by a factor of 103 over time

intervals of the order of surface wave periods. A study, similar to the

one conducted in ChapteiIII., souTd letnixtaken to investigate the mean wind
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speed profile over a non-undulating surface. It is important to differen-

tiate between the characteristics of the wind profile attributable to the

energy source/sink features of the underlying surface and those character-

istics common to all turbulent wind fields.

An analysis of mean wind speed profiles, obtained under conditions

of near-neutral stability, was undertaken using averaging periods of 10

seconds to 10 minutes. The results of this effort indicate that there is

a trend toward a more logarithmic form of the mean wind profile as the

averaging period is increased. For 10 minute average wind profiles, there

is a 95% probability that the profile will be logarithmic ( r ý. o.9' )

while less than 50% of the profiles may be considered logarithmic when

10 second averages are considered. All field investigators utilizing a

vertical array of anemometers are encouraged to use this observed profile

form as a consistency check and periodic calibration check of their equip-

ment. If long period average wind speeds show significant deviation from

the expected logarithmic value, the data should immediately become suspect

and further investigation of the instruments should be initiated. In this

report the mean wind speed profiles obtained aboard the R/V FLIP were

averaged over 1 day periods. These wind profiles had an average corre-

lation coefficient of 0.85. The Reynolds stress and roughne&: length

determined from the profiles must, therefore, be used with caution.

Finally, It was noted that if one is interested only in rough-

ness length and friction velocity, averaged over 10 minutes or more, these

parameters may be obtained expeditiously by using two anemometers and

figures 13 and 14 of Chapter 111.
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